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Marley was dead, to begin with. There is no doubt whatever 

about that. The register of his burial was signed by the 

clergyman, the clerk, the undertaker, and the chief mourner. 

Scrooge signed it. And Scrooge’s name was good upon ‘Change 

for anything he chose to put his hand to. Old Marley was as dead 

as a doornail.

CHARLES DICKENS





“Those who cannot remember the past are 

condemned to repeat it.”
GEORGE SANTYANA



Understanding our shared history—
The Ghost of TCOM Past

The origins of the field of mental health services research
• Severity of Psychiatric Illness

• Childhood Severity of Psychiatric Illness

• CANS, ANSA, FAST, RISE

The Development of the Collaborative

The Introduction of TCOM

The shift from a focus on measures to a focus on the philosophy of person-centered 
systems









A Mindful Look at TCOM—The Ghost of 
TCOM Present
ADVANCES

Training & Coaching

Supervision

Treatment Planning

Use of Aggregate Information

Impact on systems

STRUGGLES

Shifting from form to tool—meeting the GAS 
criteria

Real time information systems that provide 
feedback

Collaboration at all levels

Dealing with the ‘Haters’



CORE PRINCIPLES
Human serving systems and enterprises have a primary mandate of facilitating and supporting 

personal change (transformation).

Human serving systems and enterprises are inherently complex as a result of the number of 

humans involved. This diversity of aims and perspectives can only be managed through 

meaningful integration. Integration among people is best managed through collaborative 

processes.

All partners in human serving systems and enterprises have the responsibility for collecting, 

managing, and using accurate, relevant, and respectful information about the people served.



GUIDING VALUES
All assessments and interventions should be culturally responsive and respectful.

People should have voice and choice with regard to participating in any assessments and 
interventions.

All interventions should be personalized, respectful and have demonstrable value to the people 
they serve.

Collaborative processes, inclusive of children and families, should be used for all decisions at all 
levels of the system.

Consensus on action is the primary outcome of collaborative processes.

Information about the people served and their personal change should always inform decision 
making at all levels of the system.







A Peak Into the Possible Future—The 
Ghost of TCOM Future

A focus on collaboration at all levels—engagement, teaming, system integration

A further evolution of care planning.    Fully elaborating the What, the Why, and the How

An increased focus on the role of strengths

A reduction in documentation requirements—the work and the documentation of the work 

should be identical—and an improved efficiency in documentation processes

A rapid advance of the use of aggregated information
◦ Algorithms

◦ Benchmarks

◦ Gap Analyses (GEO Mapping)

◦ Effectiveness, Cost Effectiveness and Value Analyses

Teaching the use of person centered information



“God bless us, everyone!” 


